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Abstract. Internet traffic generator plays very important roles in
network measurement and management field.A distributed digital fil-
ter is designed in this paper,which united with Multi-fractal Wavelet
model(MWM) to generate network traffic data, then a network traffic
generator was researched and implemented on the NetFPGA platform.
Experiment result shows that the designed network traffic generator has
good ability to generate traffic in accordance with the real network condi-
tion. More importantly, the generated traffic shows the characters of self
similar and multi-fractal, which are two of the most important features
of real Internet traffic. With high speed network packets process ability
of the NetFPGA Platform, the designed network traffic generator can
generate traffic on a highest speed of 10Giabit/s. The designed network
traffic generator displays the distinct advantages in performance and real
condition simulation ability contract to the invented works.

Keywords: Network traffic generation · Multi-fractal wavelet model ·
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1 Introduction

New Internet application spring up constantly,which cause vast amount net-
work traffic. Recently, traffic congestion has became one of the serious problems
that received extensive attention. Network traffic measurement plays important
roles in network management.Research shows that the characters of self similar
and multi-fractal are two of the most important features in real network condi-
tion.Simulating and generating Internet traffic based on some reasonable model
can effetely support the measurement and evaluation of network performance
[1–4], which is helpful for improving and optimizing network condition.

The traffic generated based on some pre-created models, which accord with
real network characters is useful for research on network equipment performance
evaluation,traffic forecasting and traffic classification [5]. Self similarity in large
time scale and multi-fractal nature in small time scale are two of the recog-
nized important features in network measurement field. When designing and
implementing a Internet traffic generator, create a reasonable traffic generator
model which can satisfied the given characters is important. The main contri-
bution of our work is that we improved the network data flow generate method
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which based on WMW, and then researched an FPGA based high performance
generator structure. At last,we realized a NetFPGA based high speed Internet
traffic generator, which shows distinct advantages in performance and real traffic
simulation ability.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related works are reviewed
in the next section. Section 3 presents the Multi-fractal Wavelet Model the-
ory and wavelet-based functions selecting method. In section 4, the NetFPGA
based traffic generator simulation and implementation research is presented. The
experiment and analysis work are given in section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes
the paper.

2 Related Works

Different kinds of Internet traffic generators were generated accompany with the
development of computer network software and hardware technology. With the
program speciality of FPGA, it was selected as one of the most common platform
for traffic generator,since it’s excellent characters of high performance,parallel
computing and flexible programming ability [6]. Since 1996, Bernoulli model
was applied to design and implement network traffic generator on FPGA plat-
form [7]. However,the performance and traffic generate rate of the generator
can’t satisfied the real requirement owns to the restriction of gate array number
on FPGA at that time. At the same time, the selected simple Internet traffic
models can’t fit the real network traffic features effectively. With the develop-
ment of Internet technology and new applications, the similar and multi-fractal
characters becomes two of the most obviously ones, which can portray the real
Internet features roundly. Recent years, wavelet model was focused and using for
Internet traffic simulation and generating [8–10]. But,most of the wavelet based
Internet traffic generator are implemented on software structure, which only
support much low traffic generate rate and more flexible configuration interface
compared with hardware structure. The programable FPGA technology make
it become reality to realize the wavelet model on a hardware structure. In this
paper,we realized a NetFPGA and wavelet model based high speed Internet traf-
fic generator, which shows distinct advantages in performance and real condition
simulation ability at the same time.

3 Multi-fractal Wavelet Model(MWM)

Since 1990’s, wavelet model was applied for the research of Internet model analy-
sis [11]. In this section, the wavelet model was optimized and analysed firstly,then
Internet traffic generated based on different wavelet functions were used to eval-
uate the feasibility of the selected wavelet model and basis function.

3.1 Multi-fractal Wavelet Model

For a continuously time output signal X(t) ∈ L2(R), it’s continuous wavelet
transform can be defined as:
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Wab =< X,ψa,b >=
∫

X(t)ψ∗
a,b(t)dt = 1√

a

∫
X(t)ψ∗( t−b

a )dt, ψa,b(t) =
1√
a
ψ( t−b

a ), a > 0, b ∈ R. The Wab is called as wavelet factor and ψ(t) as wavelet
generating function. Generally, wavelet functions include Harr wavelet, Morlet
wavelet and Maar wavelet, and most of the wavelet model are achieved based on
Haar wavelet. Commonly discrete wavelet transform for multi-dimension signal
analysing can be presented as follows:

x(t) =
∑

k

uk2−J0/2φ(2−J0t − k) +
J0∑

j=−∞

∑

k

wj,k2−j/2ψ(2−jt − k)j, k ∈ Z (1)

In formula(1), J0 is the number of iteration,uk and wj,k respectively means
scale factor and wavelet factor of wavelet transformation. The scale factor can
be seemed as iteration approximate value and the wavelet can be seemed as high
frequency detail information.

In the Haar wavelet transform procedure, the scale and wavelet factors can
be computed as follows:

Uj−1,k = 2− 1
2 (Uj,2k + Uj,2k+1) (2)

Wj−1,k = 2− 1
2 (Uj,2k − Uj,2k+1) (3)

After analysing Uj,2k and Uj,2k+1 we can get follows:

Uj,2k = 2− 1
2 (Uj+1,k + Wj+1,k) (4)

Uj,2k+1 = 2− 1
2 (Uj+1,k − Wj+1,k) (5)

In order to get the nonnegative signal, for any value of j and k, it must make
sure that uj,k >= 0. That is make sure

|wj,k| ≤ uj,k,∀j, k (6)

In order to describe the fractal character of traffic, united with the restriction
of formula (4)and (5), a wavelet energy decay scale function was defined to
describe a procedure of nonnegative traffic generator. Suppose Aj,k is a random
variable in interval[-1,1], then the wavelet factor can be defined as formula(7).

Wj,k = Aj,kUj,k (7)

United with formula (4), formula (5) and formula (7), it can get the result
of (8) and (9).

Uj,k = 2− 1
2 (1 + Aj+1,kUj+1,k) (8)

Uj,2k+1 = 2− 1
2 (1 − Aj+1,kUj+1,k) (9)

At last, the wavelet transform procedure can be shown as a transform tree
which present in Fig.1.
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Fig. 1. The wavelet transform tree structure

3.2 The Selection of Wavelet Basis Function

In order to get the traffic generation character of different wavelet basis func-
tion, four kinds of representative wavelet basis Haar, Daubechies, Symlets and
Coiflets were selected. The selected basis were applied to simulate and generate
related traffic flows. Simulation result shows that all the generated traffics are
similar to the real traffic on the whole. But it still some detail difference between
the different wavelet basis based generation traffic, which can be evaluated by
the Hurst value computed through R/S estimation method. The Hurst value of
generated traffic data based on different wavelet basis shows in Table 1.

Table 1. The hurst value of generated traffic data based on different wavelet basis

name Hurst parameter

Real traffic 0.739 0.754 0.801
Haar traffic 0.732 0.751 0.806
db3 traffic 0.713 0.774 0.829

Sym3 traffic 0.721 0.31 0.738
Coifl traffic 0.757 0.817 0.835

Evaluation result from Table 1 shows that traffic generated based on the
Haar wavelet basis function can get the most similar network data statistical
feature to real traffic, which prove the feasibility of selecting the Haar as the
wavelet basis function of our traffic generate model.

4 NetFPGA and Wavelet based Network Traffic
Generator

Our Internet traffic generator was designed and implemented based on NetFPGA
platform ,invented by Stanford University and specially used for high speed
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network information processing. In this platform, the Virtex2 pro is mainly used
for logical development and the Xilinx Spartan FPGA chips are mainly used for
communication between NetFPGA and host machine. The detail designing and
implementing are as follows.

4.1 The Structure of Traffic Generator

As show in Fig.2, the designed traffic generator include two parts, one is the
traffic packets generate module, and the other is the traffic data control module
MWM control module which embed in NetFPGA platform. The packet genera-
tor model mainly for generator network packets which fit the standard network
data format. The MWM control model are focus on controlling that the send-
ing data can satisfied the rate,speed and interval character with real network
condition.

Fig. 2. The NetFPGA based traffic generator structure

4.2 The Implementation of Traffic Generator

Random Packets Generation Module The traffic generator module con-
sisted from a state machine, which state variate from HEAD0 to HEAD6 controls
the generated head of traffic frame must obey the TCP/IP protocols. It must
satisfied the requirement of source IP address, target IP address, sources port,
target port , protocol and packet size. As show in Fig.3, it can be generated by
the Hdr Add and Pkt Gen module. The state of DATA control the generation
of random traffic content by the Data Gen module in Fig.3. The simulated date
from Data Gen and heads from Pkt Gen can be organized into whole packets in
the FiFO and then being sent out continuously.

The Implementation of MWM The general wavelet mainly composed the
three parts:filter, random parameter and out put judgement.

(1)FPGA based distributed filter algorithm. As presented in Fig.4,when
Load x keep on the low level, the x in will download the filter factor to the
registers of reg0 and reg15. The Load x will change to high level when all the
filter factor have been downloaded, then the filter required signal input x in will
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Fig. 3. The structure of traffic generator model

Fig. 4. FPGA based distributed algorithm

transform to output signal y out after several clock cycle. For high level filter
realization, as the same principle, only related filter factor need be changed.

(2)Random frictions. In order to make sure that traffics generated based on
random A are nonnegative, a random function degree of freedom was used to
control the long range dependence of the select model. As the requirement of the
simply and flexibility for selecting random function, Beta distribution function
β(p, p) was selected to generate random variable [12] in interval[-1,1]:

f(a) =
(1 + a)p−1(1 − a)p−1

β(p, p)22p−1
(10)

f(a) will show different style when different p is selected, and it’s variance
can be presented as:

var(a) = E(A2) =
1

2p + 1
(11)

(3)Judgement of Output. The Judgement of Output module was designed
to detect if the digital smoothed traffic flow can fit the target requirement.
The generated traffic will be sent if fit the requirement, otherwise will be kept
on the continuous superposition process until reach the target. As a Output
state machine rule controlling, the result traffic data was saved in FIFO, which
prepared for reading by the next module.
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5 Experiment and Analysis

MWM model was selected for Internet traffic simulation and generation, then
a NetFPGA based traffic generator was implemented to generate traffic data
that meets Internet traffic features in this paper. The traffic generate ability,
self-similarity, multi-fractal nature and performance of the designed generator
shows it’s validity and accuracy.

5.1 Traffic Generation

The real traffics from the Shandong Provincial Key Lab of Network based intel-
ligence computing were used to evaluate the generated traffic. As show in Fig.5
(X:time and Y:packe number at X time), the captured real and simulated traffic
in time scale of 0.1s, 1s and 8s are used for evaluation. As in 1000s times, the
simulated traffic shows the similar variation trends and general features as the
real traffic.

Fig. 5. The traffic generated in different scale

5.2 The Hurst of Generated Traffic

In the same network environment described in last section, three data sets were
captured in 30 seconds. Experiment shows the average Hurst value on the three
real traffic data sets is 0.742. In the same experiment scheme, three simulated
traffic were generated in 30 seconds,the Hurst value of captured traffic from
generator shows is 0.748. The generated traffic shows truly similar characters
with real traffic in acceptable error rates of 0.01.
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5.3 Traffic Generate in a Given Hurst Value

Generating traffic as some settled Hurst value is a effective method for evaluation
the accuracy of the target system. The experiment settled the Hurst value from
0.55 to 0.95 increased by 0.05,the Hurst and error of generated traffic list in
Table 2.

Table 2. The hurst value of generated traffic data

Set Hurst MWM Hurst error Set Hurst MWM Hurst error

0.55 0.533 0.017 0.8 0.786 0.016
0.6 0.615 0.015 0.85 0.866 0.016
0.65 0.647 0.018 0.9 0.889 0.011
0.7 0.689 0.011 0.95 0.938 0.012
0.75 0.762 0.012 - - -

As can be seen from the experiments, the MWM based traffic generator has
the ability to generate traffic satisfied the self-similarity. Contrast with the real
traffic and generated traffic, the generated traffic increase the Hurst as the settled
Hurst value increased in a acceptable error rate. All experiments can verify that
the MWM model based traffic generator has good self-similar nature.

5.4 Multi-fractal Verification

Multi-fractal is another target feature of the traffic generator. The experiment
result from Fig.6 shows that, in the small scale, the traffic shows obvious multi-
fractal nature in any frictions. With the increase of time scale, the multi-fractal
nature turn to Single fractal nature. Obviously, the traffic generator can meet
the target requirement in some extent.

Fig. 6. The Multi-fractal feature verification
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5.5 Performance Evaluation

The designed FPGA based traffic generator run on the frequency of 125 MHz,
with the 72 bit data bit width and 64 efficient bit, the designed throughput is
8Gbps. As analysis from Xilinx ISE9.2 static time sequence report, the max time
frequency can be 156.963MHz, and the max throughput can be 10.046Gbps,
which can totaly meet the designed performance target. Contrast with the
invented traffic generator in recent years, the designed traffic generator can
generate traffic on a highest speed of 10Giabit/s. The designed network traf-
fic generator displays the distinct advantages in performance and real condition
simulation ability.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, some classic Internet traffic models are analyzed firstly. Then a
distributed digital filter is designed in this paper,which united with Multi-fractal
Wavelet model(MWM) to generate network traffic data, then a network traffic
generator was researched and implemented on the NetFPGA platform. Evalu-
ation by Hurst value of generated traffic, the experiments result show that the
designed network traffic generator has the good ability to generate traffics accord
with real network condition. More importantly, the generated traffic shows the
characters of self similar and multi-fractal, which are two of the most important
features of Internet traffic. With the high performance of high speed network
packets process ability of the NetFPGA Platform, the designed traffic genera-
tor can generate traffic on a highest speed of 10Giabit/s. The designed network
traffic generator displays the distinct advantages in performance and real con-
dition simulation ability contract to related works. The designed network traffic
generator displays some distinct advantages in performance and real condition
simulation ability contract to related works. Although a effectively prototype
is achieved, the complexity reduce and extendibility improve will be our timely
future work.
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